
                  Glen Cove Elementary 

                       Uniform Policy 

                                    2018-2019 

Uniforms may be purchased at “School Wear” located at 1212 Yarbrough at Vista Del Sol- their phone number is (915)-599-2110 and 
A&A Custom Engravers located at 7230 Gateway East Suite C their phone number is (915)592-6166.  

All Polos Shirts, T-shirts and/or Pullover Sweatshirts will be red and golden yellow with the Glen Cove emblem. 

 -Shirts must be tucked in at ALL times. Plain T-shirts/polos and blue jeans are not allowed. 

Light Jackets can be red, blue, gray, black but not oversized. 

  Emblem       Non-emblem 

         ONLY Glen Cove 

 

Coats/Heavy jackets can be in any solid color 

Pants can be in the following styles and colors only may not be oversized or dragging in length. 

*Uniform Pants (twill)         

Khaki and Navy Blue 

 *Uniform Capri Pants (twill) only 

  Khaki and Navy Blue 

Shorts may be worn in the following colors and must pass the “below the fingertip” test: 

             Uniform (twill)      Skirts, Shorts, and Skorts (twill) 

            Khaki and Navy Blue                                                                                           Khaki and Navy Blue 

*Students have P.E. everyday 

Oversized earrings are not allowed. 

No artificial nails and no make-up is allowed. 

Students may not wear washable tattoos and may not have colored hair such as: red, green, blue, etc. nor haircut in unusual or 
distracting manner (i.e. shaved with designs or Mohawks.) 

 

Footwear: All shoes mentioned must be flat soles for safety reasons: 

 

Athletic Shoes Only       Socks 

 

SOLID COLORED, FULL ZIPPER- No groups, organizations, 

brand names or designs.  

Any color. NO platforms, heeleys,slip-on flats, high lace tennis shoes, 

boots, sandals, or jelly shoes. 

Appropriate print socks. Leggings- solid colors: red, white, blue or black, 
or child appropriate print. 

*No Carpenter/ Cargo Styles-Not even with pockets sewn. 

No hip huggers. Belts required only if necessary for pants 

to stay on waistline-Only solid brown or black belts are 

allowed. No designs or buckles with initials. 

  Parent Signature/ Firma de padre 

        Date/Fecha 


